
Attachment 2 - Some Relevant Comments

In this document I have tried to collect some of the comments found in the Facebook group “Fewest
Moves” that I consider relevant. They are only examples of what the community thinks, but I think they
are worth considering. I have kept all the comments anonymous.

On bracket notation

Comment #1: I only rarely use xyz, in situations where it would take me a lot of effort to convert
something on one angle to the default orientation. That said, when I turn in the official solution I replace
my xyz with bracket notation just because bracket notation is mentioned on the sheet while xyz isn’t and
I was always afraid of getting falsely DNFed lol
Comment #2: I use xyz rotations when doing slicey or centre insertions in my work, but I write
bracketed in the final solution for clarity

A comment exchange

Cuber 1: In my opinion counting rotations as moves is effectively banning rotations, and I’m against
that change
Cuber 2: Not really, this way people that cannot solve without using them can still compete and only get
a slightly worse result. Advanced solves with slicey insertions (if written using rotations) can be further
improved with an extra pass to remove rotations.
Cuber 1: Worse result and more time consuming, both are unfair comparing to current reg. I can
translate moves into zero rotations but why I have to?
Cuber 2: Yes they both make it slightly harder to write a solution (or to get the same result) than it
is now. The main advantages would a simpler grading process and discouraging the use of notations for
beginners.
Cuber 1: Does simpler grading process overrides competitor’s ease to write solutions? And discouraging
rotations for beginners doesn’t make sense for me. I know it is defintely good habit but do beginners have
to? It’s just giving them penalty (for counting rot.s as moves) or discouraging competing in FMC (for
banning rot.s).

Other

Comment #3: I’m split on the topic but leaning towards keeping it as it is. I think the benefits are very
much there but they’re ultimately not that much better as opposed to removing rotations out right, while
also affecting past results which I see as somewhat unfair.
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